Jacques de LOUSTAL
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October 3rd to 21st 2012

To mark the publication of Pigalle 62.27 (written by J-C Götting)
from Casterman editions, Galerie Champaka is organising its second
exhibition with Jacques de Loustal. As well as 18 pages in direct colour
from the new album, the exhibition explores the artist’s relationship
with the universe of noir novels and films. So also presented are 12
unpublished illustrations bathed in the atmosphere of the Pigalle of
the Fifties, illustrations for the investigations of Maigret in Paris and
10 pages from « Sang des voyous » (written by Paringaux), a story
related to Pigalle 62.27.
The colours of the noir novel
The relationship of Loustal with the universe of crime fiction is as long as it is
intimate. Graphic novels, festival posters, covers and illustrations for novel are just a
few examples from this graphic cavalcade, whose treatment varies between colour
and black & white. The Fifties remain the garden of excellence of this specialist in
urban atmosphere who has never stopped dreaming of adapting a Simenon novel.
There is definitely something of the Liege novelist in the description of Pigalle which
his friend Götting has devised for him. The low-life feels gritty and the night, cut
through by headlights and neon, allows Loustal to present his charming ladies and
his dandyish gangsters in captivating compositions.
A word from the artist :
I grew up in Paris on the Left Bank, and Pigalle in the Sixties was a place of perdition,
which I started exploring in my adolescence to rub shoulders with a really different type
of people, and to catch sight of the evocative photos at the entrances to striptease
clubs...
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The Pigalle which I am drawing is the one from the Fifties, a decor which I am creating
through the filter of cinema and my memories. It remains a novelistic decor, especially
in its emphasis on a nocturnal ambience. From the Forties and Fifties, I have a
weakness for the ‘Frenchie’ noir genre, but I also greatly appreciate the photography
of American crime movies of this period. On the other head, when it comes to the
Sixties and Seventies, my preference is without hesitation for the ‘yankee’ versions.
The unpublished illustrations made for this exhibition are not edited images in
montage, but come from my desire to explore the aesthetics of the films of this period
through scenes which have nothing to do with the story itself, but form part of the
same universe. And I want to deal with momentary atmospheres, without having to go
back to them again, which was a bit of a relief compared to the graphic demands of
working on comics.
This exhibition presents pages from « Pigalle 62.27 » and from « Sang des voyous ».
The two stories take place in the same era, although « Le sang des voyous » is a great
deal more noir, tragic and violent, but some of the supporting roles or players in this
story could well be the lead characters in « Pigalle 62.27 ».

